
Edentulous impressions have their own set of technique sensitivities above and 
beyond the usual challenges associated with impressioning. With a Border-Lock® ET 
(Edentulous Tray) in hand, you’ll achieve impression accuracy rivaling that of a custom 
tray, while enjoying the economy and convenience of a disposable tray.

Accuracy You Can Count On.
Through a rigid construction.
The Border-Lock ET’s inflexible Plexiglass construction provides the same or better 
fit of a metal edentulous tray. Its rigidity creates even dynamic pressure throughout 
the impressioning sequence, eliminating the risk of distortion. 

Through an anatomical design.
The Border-Lock ET System incorporates a simple sizing methodology into tray 
selection, resulting in an anatomically correct fit for each patient. The tray maintains 
excellent peripheral contours, conforms to the palate, and accurately captures the hamular 
notches. It will not impinge on the retromolar pads and provides precise distal extension. Optimal retention of both the 
upper and the lower denture is assured, even in cases when significant resorption has occurred.

Border-Lock ET are the first impression trays that enable you to achieve 
suction-type retention for a lower denture.
Border-Lock ET is available in 5 upper and 5 lower sizes, yet tray selection is easy. See the clinical technique (reverse) 
for details on tray selection using the unique Border-Lock caliper and measurement guide.

Economy? In Ways That Will Surprise You.
Because the Border-Lock ET fit is anatomically correct for each patient, the impression space is reduced. That means 
you’ll use less impression material – up to 40% less – without forfeiting accuracy.
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The Border-Lock Edentulous Tray System includes 
a caliper to measure both the width and unique 

shape of the patient’s arch. For the upper, measure 
the greatest distance between the buccal faces fo 
the alveolar ridge with the caliper (for the lower, 
measure the distance between the retro molar 

pads with the caliper).

Load the Border-Lock tray with Affinity Monophase 
(Clinician’s Choice).

Try-in tray to ensure proper fit.Place the caliper on the measurement guide to easily 
identify the ideal Border-Lock tray for that patient.

Insert the tray intraorally and border mold. Excess 
impression material will not escape toward the throat. 

Affinity Monophase’s intraoral set time is less than 
3:00 minutes. Border-Lock Edentulous trays limit the 
impression space, reducing impression material by up 

to 40%, and providing better accuracy.

The final Affinity Monophase and Border-Lock 
Edentulous impression showing border molding 

detail.
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